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The influence of model order reduction on the computed fractional flow reserve using parameterized coronary geometries
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Abstract

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models combined with patient-specific imaging data are used to non-invasively predict functional significance of coronary lesions. This approach to predict the fractional flow reserve (FFR) is shown to have a high diagnostic accuracy when comparing against invasively measured FFR. However, one of the main drawbacks is the high computational effort needed for preprocessing and computations. Hence, uncertainty quantification may become unfeasible. Reduction of complexity is desirable, computationally inexpensive models with high diagnostic accuracy are preferred. We present a parametric comparison study for three types of CFD models (2D axisymmetric, Semi-3D and 3D) in which we study the impact of model reduction on three models on the predicted FFR. In total 200 coronary geometries were generated for seven geometrical characteristics e.g. stenosis severity, stenosis length and vessel curvature. The effect of time-averaged flow was investigated using unsteady, mean steady and a root mean square (RMS) steady flow. The 3D unsteady model was regarded as reference model. Results show that when using an unsteady or RMS flow, predicted FFR hardly varies between models contrary to using average flows. The 2D model with RMS flow has a high diagnostic accuracy (0.99), reduces computational time by a factor 162,000 and the introduced model error is well below the clinical relevant differences. Stenosis severity, length, curvature and tapering cause most discrepancies when using a lower order model. An uncertainty analysis showed that this can be explained by the low variability that is caused by variations in stenosis asymmetry.

© 2018 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

Coronary heart disease is characterized by plaque buildup within the arterial wall resulting in stenoses. Stenoses may impair myocardial perfusion such that myocardial ischemia may occur during exercise or even rest (Stary et al., 1995). To determine the correct treatment for a stenosis, its hemodynamic severity needs to be assessed. This can be done by determining the fractional flow reserve (FFR) which is approximated by the ratio between the (intra-vascular measured) time-averaged pressure distal and proximal to the stenosis (Pijls et al., 1995). In multiple large randomized-control clinical trials FFR is shown to be reliable for classifying stenoses (De Bruyne et al., 2014; Pijls et al., 2007; Tonino et al., 2010). However, measuring FFR is an invasive procedure that needs catheterization. Retrospectively, up to 50% of the catheterizations was unnecessary as these patients only needed medicine treatment (Koo et al., 2011; Min et al., 2012; Nørgaard et al., 2014). Using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models, the invasive nature of FFR assessment could be omitted (Morris et al., 2013, 2015; Nakazato et al., 2013; Tu et al., 2014). With, in general, 3D CFD models, FFR can be computed based on CT or other imaging data only, hence without the use of intra-vascular pressure measurements. One of the main drawback of these models is the fact that they are computationally expensive (Morris et al., 2017). Depending on the amount of computational resources and simulated physical time, simulations can last somewhere between minutes (Tu et al., 2014) for a steady approach until hours to days for a transient approach (Morris et al., 2017). The 3D approach works straightforward for full 3D scans (CT or MRI) compared to single-plane or bi-plane angiograms where 3D models of vessels need to be reconstructed first (Çimen et al., 2016; Chen and Carroll, 2000). Reconstructing semi-3D geometries using angiographic data for FFR predictions yields promising results as illustrated by Morris et al. (2013). Although the semi-3D approach makes FFR predictions based on angiographic data possible, it still remains computationally expensive (Morris et al., 2017).
The Semi-3D approach depends on the number of available images and the angle between images. Therefore, stenosis asymmetry might be caused by possible misrepresentation of stenoses resulting from insufficient number of images from single-plane and bi-plane angiograms. It is not yet clear what the benefit of a full 3D approach is and to what extend a semi-3D approach is accurate enough or if it even can be further reduced to 2D. In previous research the effect of curvature, torsion and stenosis severity has been shown to have an effect on the velocity profiles and wall shear stress (Katritsis et al., 2010; Chang and Tarbell, 1988; Hayashi and Yamaguchi, 2002). To which extend this might affect FFR predictions when applying a reduced order model needs to be investigated.

For an accurate prediction of the FFR, CFD models need to include uncertainty for boundary conditions and geometry. Variations of a few voxels in the lumen segmentation of a stenosis can yield an opposite diagnosis (Sankaran et al., 2015). In a later study, it was shown that myocardial resistance can have a similar impact on the FFR as the minimal lumen diameter (Sankaran et al., 2016). To include uncertainty in CFD models, computational time needs to be minimal to allow for multiple model evaluations. Itu et al. has shown promising results using a reduced order model (Itu et al., 2016). Therefore, we propose a parametric comparision study for three types of CFD models with different complexities if needed can be extended for example for more accurate representation of non-Newtonian blood viscosity. The first model is the full 3D model which generally results from CT data segmentation (Min et al., 2012; Nørgaard et al., 2014; Taylor et al., 2013). This model resembles the physiological situation the most as it captures most of the geometrical features. The second model is the semi-3D model which is characterized by its symmetric contours along the centerline of the geometry (Morris et al., 2015, 2017; Tu et al., 2014). The semi-3D model results from angiogram data segmentation of the centerline and effective radius. Third is the 2D axisymmetric model which is a simplified semi-3D model. The centerline loses its curvature and torsion and becomes a straightend tube with only one slice from centerline to wall (Morris et al., 2016).

Model complexity is also influenced by whether a model is evaluated for the steady or unsteady case. Evaluating unsteady models increasescomputational costs as simulations need to be performed until a steady-state solution is achieved.

The goal of this study is to investigate to what extend less complex models can be used while still maintaining their accuracy with respect to 3D models. For this, a large number of parameterized coronaries are constructed for three model types using various geometrical features such as stenosis severity, stenosis length, curvature, tapering, etc. Using uncertainty analysis, the effect of each geometrical feature on the predicted FFR is investigated and quantified features that have the largest effect on the predicted FFR are determined. The uncertainty analysis is expanded to the steady and unsteady case for the models to compare the steady and unsteady approach.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Geometry definition

To quantify the impact of different model assumptions, 200 idealized coronary artery geometries were made. Seven parameters were set for each geometry: stenosis severity, stenosis asymmetry, stenosis length, curvature, torsion, angular stenosis position and tapering. Construction of the geometry was done in five steps.

The first step was to create straight tubes with diameter of 2.8 mm and a length of 95 mm which correspond to either left or right coronary arteries (Tu et al., 2014). Symmetric stenoses were added with predefined severities using the following relation see Figs. 1 and 2:

\[
\begin{align*}
{s(z) = \frac{r(z)}{r_{ref}} =} & \begin{cases}
1 + \frac{1}{2} s_i \left( \cos \left( \frac{z - z_i}{s_i} \right) - 1 \right), & \text{if } z_i \leq z \leq z_i + l_{si} \\
1 - s_i, & \text{if } z_i + l_{si} < z < z_o - l_{so} \\
1 + \frac{1}{2} s_i \left( \cos \left( \frac{z - z_o}{s_i} \right) - 1 \right), & \text{if } z_o - l_{so} \leq z \leq z_o
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

With, \( s \) representing the stenosis severity expressed in radius reduction. The variable \( z \) represents the longitudinal position. Furthermore, the positions and lengths of the stenosis inlet and outlet are given by \( z \) and \( l_i \), respectively. Parameters with respect to inlet and outlet are indicated with the subscripts \( i \) and \( o \), respectively. Next, the stenosis was moved in radial direction using the asymmetry index which was defined as:

\[
\begin{align*}
a(z) = & \begin{cases}
r_{ref} \cdot s_r \cdot a_{ref} \left( \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{2} \cos \left( \frac{z - z_i}{l_{si}} \right) \right), & \text{if } z_i \leq z \leq z_i + l_{si} \\
r_{ref} \cdot s_r \cdot a_{ref}, & \text{if } z_i + l_{si} < z < z_o - l_{so} \\
r_{ref} \cdot s_r \cdot a_{ref} \left( \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2} \cos \left( \frac{z - z_o}{l_{si}} \right) \right), & \text{if } z_o - l_{so} \leq z \leq z_o
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

Herein, \( r_{ref} \), \( a_{ref} \) are the predefind radius and the asymmetry index. The asymmetric translation of the stenosis is given by:

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix} x(0) \\ y(0) \end{bmatrix} = s(z) \begin{bmatrix} x_0(z) \\ y_0(z) \end{bmatrix} + a(z) \begin{bmatrix} \cos(\theta) \\ \sin(\theta) \end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

Herein \( x_0(z) \) and \( y_0(z) \) are the original coordinates perpendicular to the longitudinal direction whereas \( x(z) \) and \( y(z) \) correspond to the new deformed coordinates when applying a stenosis and asymmetry. The angular position of the stenosis is given by \( \theta \). For the semi-3D geometries no asymmetry is applied such that \( a(z) \) remains 0 for all Semi-3D cases.

The third step was to apply curvature and torsion to mimick 3D behavior of coronaries by modifying the centerline using Frenet-Serret formulas:

\[
\begin{align*}
\begin{bmatrix} T \end{bmatrix} &= \begin{bmatrix} 0 & \kappa & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} T \end{bmatrix} \\
\begin{bmatrix} N \end{bmatrix} &= -\kappa \begin{bmatrix} 0 & \tau \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} N \end{bmatrix} \\
\begin{bmatrix} B \end{bmatrix} &= 0 -\tau \begin{bmatrix} 0 & 0 \end{bmatrix} \begin{bmatrix} B \end{bmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]

Herein \( T \) and \( N \) are the vectors tangent and normal to the direction of the centerline, respectively. The binormal vector \( (B) \) is defined as the cross product of \( T \) and \( N \). Furthermore, the curvature and torsion of the centerline are represented with \( \kappa \) and \( \tau \), respectively.

Over the full length of the vessel tapering was applied, meaning the radius along the vessel was reduced by a predefined radius reduction.

3D tetrahedral meshes with boundary layer and finer meshed stenosis were generated using VMTK (Antiga et al., 2008). A full 3D mesh convergence study was performed for an area-reduction of 50% and 90% with mesh sizes of 1.4 and 1.6 million elements, respectively. Number of elements for 3D models ranging between 290,000 and 350,000 were shown to be sufficient as the pressure drop differed less then 2% with respect to the finest meshes. For the 2D models, 4000–7000 elements were needed as the difference in pressure drop was also below 2% compared to the finest mesh of 40,000 elements. For semi-3D models the asymmetry index was zero with the same meshing approach as described above. For 2D models, meshes were created using centerlines and radius profiles of 3D geometries. Centerlines were mapped on a linear coordinate such that the radius profile was a function of the centerline length. 2D axisymmetric meshes with bi-quadratic quadrilateral elements and a boundary layer were created using the finite element software SEPRAN (TU Delft, the Netherlands) (Segal, 1989).

2.2. CFD model

For this study, blood flow was governed by the incompressible Newtonian Navier-Stokes equations given as:

\[ \rho \left( \frac{\partial \mathbf{u}}{\partial t} + \mathbf{u} \cdot \nabla \mathbf{u} \right) = -\nabla p + \nabla \cdot \eta \mathbf{D}, \]

\[ \nabla \cdot \mathbf{u} = 0, \]

with \( \mathbf{u} \) the velocity, \( p \) the pressure, and \( \mathbf{D} \) the rate of deformation tensor. The dynamic viscosity \( \eta \) is set to be \( 3.5 \times 10^{-3} \text{ Pa} \cdot \text{s} \) whereas \( \rho \) is set at \( 1050 \text{ kg/m}^3 \). For the 3D simulations, Fenics was used in combination with OASIS using the incremental pressure correction method (Alnæs et al., 2015; Mortensen and Valen-Sendstad, 2015). For 2D simulations an in-house finite element package (TFEM) was used (Hulsen, 2007). For the 3D and 2D simulations a time step of 0.1 ms and 1 ms was used, respectively see Fig. 3.

2.3. Boundary conditions

Flow boundary conditions at the inlet were chosen to represent hyperemic flow and to be stenosis dependent. This was done using the non-linear relationship between coronary flow reserve (CFR) and stenosis severity found in literature (Gould, 2009; Miller et al., 1994; Wei et al., 2001). For low severities, CFR and thus flow are invariant to stenosis severity as CFR remains almost constant. For certain stenosis severities CFR decreases exponentially with eventually no blood flow for higher severities. This non-linear behavior was used to derive a severity flow relationship using the following assumptions. (1) Flow was assumed to be only zero for a total occluded blood vessel (Gould, 2009). Although, in the approach of Wei the flow was shown to be zero while still some lumen area remained open, this was assumed to be due to collateral flow (Wei et al., 2001). (2) Flow was also estimated in absence of a stenosis. From the work of for example Min et al. and Kim et al. it can be observed that coronary arteries proximal to the stenosis have a FFR close to 1 (Min et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2014). This means that before blood arrives at the stenosis, it already lost part of its pressure proximal to the stenosis. It was assumed that flow \( (q_{\text{max}}) \) without stenosis would result in a FFR of 0.95 based on literature (Kim et al., 2014; Min et al., 2015). (3) FFR for a 50% and 90% area reduction stenosis was assumed to be around 0.85–0.9 and 0.6, respectively based on literature (Tonino et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 2013). For this purpose, flows were estimated for two geometries with an area reduction of 50% and 90% (Tonino et al., 2010;...
Johnson et al., 2013) by increasing the flow until the corresponding FFR was found (Tonino et al., 2010; Johnson et al., 2013). These two flow values ($q_{area50}$, $q_{area90}$) in combination with $q_{min}$ and $q_{max}$ were then used to obtain the non-linear relationship between severity ($S_A$) and the prescribed flow at the inlet ($q$) of the form: (Gould, 2009; Miller et al., 1994; Wei et al., 2001)

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 2.** The definition of all seven parameters used to define the geometries are shown. The lumen is shown in red whereas the original lumen in case of stenosis is shown in grey. An example of a stenosis is shown in (a) where the stenosis length and severity are freely varied. The stenosis can then be shifted towards a desired position using a predefined asymmetry and angular position (b). Tapering of the vessel (c) (continuous radius reduction) is applied to mimic the in vivo situation when travelling more distal. Different alignment of coronary arteries is shown in (d). Here two distinct cases are shown, only curvature (I) and curvature in combination with torsion (II).

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 3.** Obtaining a relationship between flow and stenosis severity by estimating the flow for four different stenosis severities. For this, typical FFR values for different severities were used from literature. In (a) the three geometries for which the flow was estimated are shown. The resulting relation between severity and flow is shown in (b).
where $q_{\text{max}}$ and $b$ are the flow without stenosis and an exponential decay constant, respectively. As $q_{\text{max}}$ was known, only the decay constant ($b$) needed to be fitted. This resulted in a non-linear relationship between flow and severity as found in literature with $q_{\text{max}}$ and $b$ equal to 2.95 mL/s and 4.119, respectively (Gould, 2009; Miller et al., 1994; Wei et al., 2001).

For the transient coronary flow behavior, a typical left coronary flow curve was used with high flow during diastole and low flow during systole (Boron and Boulpaep, 2012; Hall, 2015). The mean of the transient flow curve was scaled using Eq. (7).

For stable simulations, a start-up phase was introduced where the flow was gradually increased for 1 s to either the mean or RMS for the transient flow curve. Next, the inflow was kept constant for 1.15 s to obtain a steady solution. Next, 4 heart cycles of 1 s were imposed.

### 2.4. Uncertainty analysis

Parameter variation for mesh generation are shown in Table 1. Tonino et al. (2010) showed that stenoses with an area reduction between 50% and 70% were most difficult to distinguish as either functionally significant or non-significant (Tonino et al., 2010). On average 35% of these stenoses were functionally significant. For stenoses with an area reduction between 70% and 90%, approximately 80% of stenoses were functionally significant. In this study the area reduction of stenoses was varied between 50% and 90% as visual assessment of these stenoses did not correspond well to functional assessment (Tonino et al., 2010). In order to capture various kind of asymmetric stenoses, the stenosis asymmetry was varied between perfectly symmetric (0) and fully asymmetric stenosis against the wall (1). The effective stenosis length was varied between 5 and 10 mm similar to what was shown in Tonino et al. (2009) and Sankaran et al. (2016). Both the inlet and outlet of stenosis were kept constant at 2 mm. Waksman et al. (2013) investigated the curvature and cyclic curvature of coronary arteries for 38 patients (Waksman et al., 2013). Therefore, the broadest curvature range was assumed ranging between 0 and 0.887 cm$^{-1}$. For the torsion of coronary arteries, a left ventricular radius of 3.5 cm$^{-1}$ was used to investigate how well it scales with the predicted FFR which itself is a ratio between the time-averaged pressure distal and proximal to a stenosis (Pijls et al., 1995). The RMS of the flow ($q_{\text{rms}}$) takes into account the shape of the flow signal, weighing the peaks of the signal higher compared to lower values. The equations for mean flow and the RMS flow are given as:

$$q = q_{\text{max}} \cdot (1 - \exp(-b \cdot S_A)), \quad (7)$$

$$S_A = \frac{A_{\text{stenosis}}}{A_{\text{ref}}} = \frac{r_{\text{stenosis}}}{r_{\text{ref}}} = (1 - s_r)^2, \quad (8)$$

here, $q$, represents a discrete flow value of the flow signal consisting of $n$ points. In Fig. 4a a coronary flow with corresponding mean and root mean square is shown. The root mean square of the flow for this study was shown to be slightly higher compared to the mean flow. Furthermore, the influence of increased retrograde flow on the mean and root mean square of the flow is shown in Fig. 4b.

For stable simulations, a start-up phase was introduced where the flow was gradually increased for 1 s to either the mean or RMS for the transient flow curve. Next, the inflow was kept constant for 1.15 s to obtain a steady solution. Next, 4 heart cycles of 1 s were imposed.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geometrical features used in this study with their corresponding minimum and maximum value.</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Severity [%]</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymmetry [-]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length [mm]</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curvature [cm$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torsion [cm$^{-1}$]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.286</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angular position [-]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2π</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tapering [%]</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
was expected. This way the minimum (no circumference alignment) and maximum (pure circumference alignment) torsion ranged between 0 and 0.286 cm⁻¹ due to the 3D nature of coronary vessels, a stenosis can be located either on the inside of the bend or on the outside. Therefore, the angular stenosis position was varied independently of the curvature and torsion between 0 and 2π radials. For the vessel tapering, up to 20% radial reduction was assumed (Ilu et al., 2016). An important assumption was that parameter ranges were uniformly distributed corresponding to the worst case scenario as the likelihood of occurrence was the same.

The unsteady 3D model was assumed to be the reference model (‘golden standard’) as it best represents the physiological situation, hence all other models were compared against the reference. The comparison between models was done by investigating the performance for each model and performing uncertainty analysis on geometry parameters. Uncertainty analysis was done in three steps. First, for every combination of CFD models either steady or unsteady, a meta-model was created using the adaptive polynomial chaos expansion (agPCE) method (Quicken et al., 2016) which described the pressure drop for the chosen set of parameters. The main benefit of the agPCE method is the adaptive way meta-models created. Polynomial terms that do increase the meta-model quality significantly are added to the model. On the other hand terms that do not improve meta-model quality are removed. This way only significant terms are kept such that a lower number of CFD model evaluations is needed. Second, these meta-models were evaluated for 10000 samples. Computational costs were substantially lower as new pressure drops within the chosen parameter range could be predicted. Finally, differences in output for the 3D unsteady meta-model and other meta-models were analyzed by comparing the main and total Sobol indices which were computed as described by Quicken et al. (2016). This way, geometrical features causing large pressure drop discrepancies were identified.

2.5. Post-processing

For post-processing, the pressure drop along the centerline was calculated. This was done by generating a plane perpendicular to the centerline for each centerpoint. For each plane along the centerline, the average pressure is computed resulting in a pressure drop along the centerline. The maximum pressure drop was extracted and used to calculate the minimum FFR per geometry. Pressure drops and FFVs obtained from the 2D and 3D models were compared against the reference model. To determine the predictive power of each model, indicators such as the diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of each model were investigated.

3. Results

We first compare the results of our models to the findings in literature. Next the models are benchmarked against the unsteady 3D model (reference). Next, the impact of varying seven geometrical characteristics on the predicted FFR and pressure drop for the idealized model are investigated.

![Fig. 5. Computed FFR for all models (2D, Semi-3D and 3D) compared with the results of the 3D unsteady model. On the top row (a, b and c), the predicted FFR of the steady models is shown based on the average flow. On the second row, the results for the steady models with the root mean square of the flow is shown. At the bottom row, the unsteady 2D and Semi-3D model are shown.](image-url)
3.1. Verification

Simulated hemodynamics were shown to be in good agreement with previous studies (Katritsis et al., 2010; Chang and Tarbell, 1988; Hayashi and Yamaguchi, 2002; Kelidis and Konstantinidis, 2018). For the 2D, Semi-3D and 3D models the recirculation zone was found to increase with increase in stenosis severity (Katritsis et al., 2010; Kelidis and Konstantinidis, 2018). Furthermore, for the Semi-3D and 3D case velocity profiles were found to match the ones found in curved tubes (Chang and Tarbell, 1988; Hayashi and Yamaguchi, 2002; Kelidis and Konstantinidis, 2018).

3.2. Model comparison

Comparison of predicted FFRs for 200 geometries for each model against the 3D unsteady model for both the steady and unsteady case can be seen in Fig. 5. In general, steady models with RMS flow and unsteady models predict the best FFR. Steady mean flow tends to overestimate FFR more with decreasing FFR.

To be able to replace the 3D unsteady model with a computationally less expensive model, the modelling error introduced due to change in model should be lower than the absolute error in FFR measurement reproducibility (Berry et al., 2013 (\(\sigma_{FFR}: 0.02\); Gaur et al., 2014 (\(\sigma_{FFR}: 0.03\))). The largest absolute error in predicted FFR is found to be for the steady cases of the Semi-3D and 3D model which is \(\sigma = 0.012\) and thus at least 1.6 times smaller than what is found in clinic. The error for the unsteady models (2D, Semi-3D) is shown to be the lowest (Fig. 6). On average, the absolute errors for the 2D and Semi-3D unsteady model are approximately 0.0052 and 0.0018, respectively. As shown before, the error increases for steady mean flow with decreasing FFR. Steady models underestimate the pressure drop by 6%, 6.1% and 7.8% for the 3D, Semi-3D and 2D model, respectively.

The model also should predict the same treatment as the complex 3D unsteady model (FFR cut-off: 0.8). All models are shown to have a sensitivity of at least 0.97 whereas steady models show a sensitivity of 1 when using mean flows (see Table 2). When steady models with mean flow have the highest sensitivity they also have the lowest specificity (0.93). When using RMS flow, steady models are shown to improve in specificity and PPV whilst maintaining a similar high (> 0.97) sensitivity and NPV (see Table 2). The accuracy of classifying stenoses correctly increases from 95 to 99% when using RMS flow instead of mean flow. For all steady RMS models the accuracy was 0.99 (see Table 2).

The 2D unsteady model has a specificity of 0.98. The diagnostic performance, classifying stenoses correctly, is shown to be at least 0.95. The 2D unsteady model has an accuracy of 0.98 meaning that from the 200 geometries, only 4 geometries were wrongly classified. In general predictions of the steady model with RMS flow are similar to predictions of the 3D unsteady model.

3.3. Uncertainty analysis

Around 170 of the 200 samples were needed to generate accurate meta-models. Furthermore, a maximum polynomial degree of third order \(x^3\) was found in all meta-models whereas interactions...
up to third order ($x^3$) were included. For each model different geometrical features are important. In general, differences in output between steady models and the reference model tend to occur mostly due to stenosis severity (Fig. 7). Furthermore, geometry curvature plays a role for 2D models whereas torsion does not play a role at all. Overall, stenosis asymmetry, torsion and angular stenosis position do not influence predictions in FFR. When looking at the total Sobol indices, tapering is shown to be only important when considering 2D models and steady RMS models. Most discrepancies are caused by only four parameters e.g. stenosis severity, stenosis length, curvature and vessel tapering. Torsion and angular stenosis position are shown to have an almost negligible effect (<5%) on FFR differences. Similar is true for the angular position except for the Semi-3D RMS and 3D RMS models.

### 4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to investigate the effect of replacing the 3D unsteady CFD model with computational less expensive models. Various parametrized geometries were constructed for various 3D geometry characteristics such as stenosis severity, stenosis asymmetry, curvature, etc. Then geometries were simulated with the different models (2D, Semi-3D, 3D). These models were shown to yield results which were in good agreement with previous studies (Katritsis et al., 2010; Kelidis and Konstantinidis, 2018; Chang and Tarbell, 1988; Hayashi and Yamaguchi, 2002; Kelidis and Konstantinidis, 2018). This approach allows ranking characteristics based on their effect on differences in FFR and pressure drops between different CFD models and 3D unsteady model (Reference).

#### 4.1. Model comparison

We showed that when using unsteady models (2D, Semi-3D), predicted pressure drop and FFR match very well with the reference model. However, when using steady models, a corresponding effective flow needs to be chosen. In the current study, we have shown that predicted pressure drop and FFR highly depend on this flow. Steady models overestimate FFR when using mean flow although FFR is defined as a time-averaged quantity (Pijls et al., 1995). This is probably due to the fact that mean flow does not take into account the shape of the flow curve. Contributions of short periods of high flow may be cancelled out when longer periods of low flow or even regurgitant flow occur when only taking the mean of a flow signal. When using the root mean square of the flow curve, the predicted FFR corresponds very well to the 3D unsteady FFR. When using the root mean square, the performance of steady models is shown to get closer to the 3D unsteady model. This can be explained by the fact that the mean flow can be close to zero with sufficient retrograde flow whereas the RMS takes into account the absolute flow curve.

Reducing model complexity yields smaller differences compared to the measured reproducibility in clinic (Berry et al., 2013; Gaur et al., 2014). When using a mean flow for steady models, differences are shown to be slightly above the measured reproducibility for low FFR values. However, for the steady RMS and unsteady models, the differences remain below the reproducibility.
If we examine the hemodynamics a bit closer, we can see that with increasing curvature the velocity profile changes with high velocity at the outer side of the bend (Chang and Tarbell, 1988; Hayashi and Yamaguchi, 2002; Kelidis and Konstantinidis, 2018) (see Fig. 8). Furthermore, recirculation zones right after the stenosis can be observed which vary in size depending on the stenosis severity similar to what was found in literature (Katritsis et al., 2010; Kelidis and Konstantinidis, 2018).

In this study we have shown three ways of reducing computational time while still maintaining a high diagnostic accuracy. (1) Using a full-steady approach where only the steady Navier–Stokes equations are solved for. This effectively reduces the computational effort to the equivalent of solving a couple of time steps which takes around a couple of minutes instead of multiple hours. (2) Using a 2D model instead of a Semi-3D or 3D model reduces computational time approximately by a factor 190 while still maintaining a high accuracy. Solving the full-steady 2D model takes on average 2 s to solve for while the 3D unsteady model usually takes around 90 h and thus reduces computational time by a factor 162,000.

4.2. Uncertainty analysis

Uncertainty quantification for the different models shows that the different geometrical features do not influence the models in the same way. When using a 2D model, most of the uncertainty comes from the lack of curvature. This can also be seen in Fig. 8. Although the 2D RMS model is able to capture the same drop in FFR as the 3D unsteady model, it shows a slight post-stenotic overestimation of the FFR. This effect becomes more pronounced when the curvature of the vessel is increased. For the Semi-3D and 3D model, stenosis severity is shown to play an overall dominant role in the uncertainty. On the other hand the role of the stenosis asymmetry, torsion and angular stenosis position is small when reducing the model order. Overall the severity is shown to have a far greater effect than asymmetry and angular stenosis position. This explains why predictions of the 2D and Semi-3D model are so close to the ones of the reference model while omitting these geometrical features.

4.3. Limitations

One of the limitations of this study is the fact that parameterized coronary geometries were used. Compared to in vivo, current geometries are considered smooth which might influence the predictive power of the models. Nonetheless results of this study are useful for future research using realistic geometries. In this study a proof of concept of the influence of various geometrical features on the predicted FFR is given where specific parts of FFR uncertainty can be attributed to a specific geometrical feature.

Fig. 8. Schematic overview of three geometries with corresponding velocity profiles and FFRs along the centerline. On the left side geometries with the velocity profile are given with increasing curvature from top to bottom. Furthermore, velocity profiles as a function of the radius are given at multiple locations. Finally at the right side, the FFR as a function of the centerline is depicted for each geometry. This is done for the 3D unsteady (blue), 3D steady RMS (red) and 2D steady RMS (yellow) case.
Another thing to note is that in this study only one stenosis per vessel is investigated. In future research the currently presented workflow could be extended in a straightforward way for multi stenosed vessels. However, we expect those difference not to change the conclusion regarding the model reduction and parameter importance. The results of this study have shown that given stenosed vessels. However, we expect those difference not to change the conclusion regarding the model reduction and parameter importance.
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